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The XTAG-projet
. . . was loated at the University of Pennsylvania (a. 1988-2001)grammar tools(set of tree templates/families) (browser, editor, parser, . . . )URL: http://www.is.upenn.edu/�xtag/Manual: [XTAG Researh Group, 2001℄
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The arhiteture of the XTAG-grammarMorph Database in�eted form → root form, POS, in�e-tional informationSyntati Database root form, POS → list of tree templatesor tree families, list of feature equationsTree Database list of tree templates and tree familiesExample: Tree template for the delarative transitive verb(αnx0Vnx1), where ⋄ marks the lexial insertion site:SNP VPV⋄ NPXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 4



The arhiteture of the XTAG-grammarMorph Database in�eted form → root form, POS, in�e-tional informationSyntati Database root form, POS → list of tree templatesor tree families, list of feature equationsTree Database list of tree templates and tree familiesA tree familyis a set of tree templates,represents a subategorization frame, anduni�es all syntati on�gurations the subategorization framean be realized in.Example: αnx0Vnx1 ∈ Tnx0Vnx1XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 5



The arhiteture of the XTAG-grammar - Countssubategorization frame # tree fam. # tree temp.intransitive 1 12transitive 1 39adjetival omplement 1 11ditransitive 1 46prepositional omplement 4 182verb partile onstrutions 3 100light verb onstrutions 2 53sentential omplement (full verb) 3 75sentential subjet (full verb) 4 14idioms (full verb) 8 156small lauses/prediative 20 187equational 'be' 1 2ergative 1 12resultatives 4 101it lefts 3 18total 57 1008(from [Prolo, 2002℄)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 6



Lexial insertionLexial insertionDrawing an edge between the lexial anhor and the lexialinsertion siteprior to substitution and adjuntionThe feature strutures of the lexial anhor and the insertionsite unify. SNP VPV⋄ NPeatsXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 7
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Complementation with NPs and PPs: The base asesComplementation with NPs:
αnx0V:SNP VPV⋄ αnx0Vnx1:SNP VPV⋄ NP αnx0Vnx2nx1:SNP VPV⋄ NP NPComplementation with PPs: substitution or o-anhor
αnx0Vnx1pnx2:SNP VPV⋄ NP VPV PP

ǫ P NP
αnx0Vnx1Pnx2:SNP VPV⋄ NP VPV PP

ǫ P⋄ NPXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 9



Case assignment and subjet-verb agreementTwo modes of ase assignment in tree templates:Diret ase assignment with aseIndiret ase assignment with assign-ase
⇒ by the lexial anhor (during lexial insertion) or by adjoining trees

αnx0Vnx1:
S

[ ]

[assign-ase 3agr 4 ]NP
[ase 3agr 4 ]

VP
[assign-ase 3agr 4 ]

[assign-ase 1agr 2 ]V⋄
[assign-ase 1agr 2 ]

[ ]

NP
[ase a]XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 10



Case assignment and subjet-verb agreementS
[ ]

[assign-ase 3agr 4 ]NP
[ase 3agr 4 ]

VP
[assign-ase 3agr 4 ]

[assign-ase 1agr 2 ]V⋄
[assign-ase 1agr 2 ]

[ ]

NP
[ase a]eats









assign-ase nomagr 



num sgpers 33rdsing +
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Case assignment and subjet-verb agreementS
[ ]

[assign-ase 3agr 4 ]NP
[ase 3agr 4 ]

VP
[assign-ase 3agr 4 ]

[assign-ase 1agr 2 ]V








assign-ase 1 nomagr 2 



num sgpers 33rdsing +











[ ]

NP
[ase a]eatsXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 12



Sentential omplement struturesIn XTAG, a distintion is drawn between sentential omplementswith (1) �nite verbs, sentential omplements with(2) to-in�nitives, and (3) small lauses.(1) a. Kim said [that Sandy left℄. (�nitive)b. Dana preferred [for Pat to get the job℄. (to-in�nitive). Leslie wanted [Chris to go℄.d. Lee believed [Dominique to have made a mistake℄.e. René tried [PRO to win℄.f. [Kims℄ seems [to be happy℄.g. Tray proved [the theorem false℄. (small lauses)h. Bo onsidered [Lou a friend℄.i. Gerry expets [those hildren o� the ship℄(from [Pollard and Sag, 1994℄)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 13



To-in�nitives: Controlling and Raising its subjetXTAG assumes di�erent syntati strutures/derivations forsuper�ially very similar sentenes:(2) a. John tries [PRO to leave℄.b. [John℄ seems [to leave℄.Why is that?XTAG adopts the projetion priniple from GB [Chomsky, 1981℄,aording to whih �meaning maps transparently into syntatistruture� [Culiover and Jakendo�, 2005, 47℄, suh that thefollowing equivalene relation holds:Complement of the verb ⇐⇒ Argument of the prediate
⇒ θ-riterion for TAG from [Frank, 2002℄XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 14



To-in�nitives: Controlling and Raising its subjetComplement of the verb ⇐⇒ Argument of the prediate(3) John tries to leave.tries(John,leave(John))
⇒ John is the omplement of both tries and to leave.
⇒ Empty element (PRO) is used to avoid omplement sharing.
⇒ PRO needs to be �ontrolled�.
⇒ Control(4) John seems to leave.seems(leave(John))
⇒ John is not the omplement of seems.
⇒ Argumenthood is the primary syntati fator, not agreement!
⇒ An alien omplement looks like a regular omplement.
⇒ RaisingXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 15



Raise or ontrol?identify the semanti argumentsof the superordinate verbsentential omplement sentential omplementhas no overt subjet has overt subjetontrol raisingClass�ation game:(5) a. They asked Jan to leave. (objet ontrol)b. Bo turns out to be obnoxious. (subjet raising). Sandy is willing to go to the movies. (subjet ontrol)d. Terry was expeted to win the prize. (subjet raising)e. Kim believed a uniorn to be approahing. (objet ontrol)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 16



Raise or ontrol?identify the semanti argumentsof the superordinate verbsentential omplement sentential omplementhas no overt subjet has overt subjetontrol raisingClass�ation game:(6) a. It is important for Bill to dane.b. Christy left the party early to go to the airport.. Peter kept standing in the doorway.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 17



Control verbsControl verbs establish the oreferene between their subjet/objet andthe unexpressed subjet (PRO) of their sentential omplement.(PRO ontrol)(7) a. John tried [PRO to leave℄. (subjet ontrol)b. John persuaded him [PRO to leave℄. (objet ontrol). *There tries [PRO to be disorder after a revolution℄.
⇒ Control verbs assign semanti role to the ontroller!XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 18



Control verbs - XTAG-Analysisontrol feature for oindexationPRO tree or PRO as oanhor of the verbS[ ]

[mode ind]NP VPV NP[trl 1 ]

S*
[trl 1mode inf]
[ ]persuaded

S[ ]

[trl 1mode inf]NP[trl 1 ] VPVNP to leavePROXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 19



Raising verbsRaising verbs determine ase and agreement properties of the subjetomplement of the (non-�nite) sentential omplement. Sine the �raised�onstituent is no immediate part of the argument struture of the raisingverb, this is alled Exeptional Case Marking (ECM).(8) a. [John℄ seems [to leave℄. (subjet raising)b. Sue expets [him to leave℄. (objet raising). [There℄ seems [to be disorder after a revolution℄.d. John expeted [it to rain℄.
⇒ allow for expletive pronouns (it/there)(9) John seems unhappy.*John tries unhappy.
⇒ allow for small lausesXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 20



Raising verbs - XTAG-Analysis (1)no PROThe �raised� onstituent is still part of the to-in�nitive!ECM via assign-ase featureExample for subjet raising:VP[ ]

[mode ind]V VP*[ ]











assign-ase nomagr 



pers 3num sg3rdsing +

mode inf 







seems
SNP[ase 1agr 2 ]

VP[ ]





assign-ase 1agr 2mode infVto leaveXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 21



Raising verbs - XTAG-Analysis (2)Example for objet raising:(10) We expet him to leave.S[ ]

[mode ind]NP VPV S*



assign-ase aomp nilmode inf 
[ ]NP expetWe

S[ ]

[assign-ase 1mode inf]NP[ase 1agr 2 ] VPVto leave
XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 22



�Ist's eins? Sind's zwei?� (Goethe, 1819)Question:What omplements does the verb onsider take?(11) a. We onsider [Kim to be an aeptable andidate℄.b. We onsider [Kim an aeptable andidate℄.. We onsider [Kim quite aeptable℄.d. We onsider [Kim among the most aeptable andidates℄.e. *We onsider [Kim as an aeptable andidate℄.Similar verbs: prove, expet, rate, ount, want1 One sentential omplement (small lause), where to bean be omitted2 A noun and a prediative phraseXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 23



Small lauses - Pro and ontra (1)
Pro:Homomorphism between argument struture and omplementstruture (in GB: Projetion Priniple, UTAH; in TAG:

θ-Criterion)Uniformity of the subategorized onstituents:Instead of NP, AP, PP, IP/S, ... as possible ategories of theomplements, there is only one omplement ategory.
XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 24



Small lauses - Pro and ontra (2)Contra:Passivization (objet-to-subjet shift)(12) We onsidered [Kim quite aeptable℄.Kim was onsidered [ quite aeptable℄.Idiosynrati restritions on the prediative phrase(13) a. I onsider/*expet [this Island a good vaation spot℄.b. I onsider/*expet [this man stupid℄.I expet [that man to be stupid℄.. We rate/*onsider [Kim as quite aeptable℄
⇒ The verb should be indi�erent to the ategorial status of thesmall lause prediate!XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 25



Small lauses - XTAG-Analysis (1)
αnx0N1:SNP VPV NP

ǫ N⋄
αnx0Ax1:SNP VPV AP

ǫ A⋄
αnx0Pnx1:SNP VPV PP

ǫ P⋄ NPSmall lauses have the struture of regular sentenes , exept thatthe verb is missing.
⇒ The superordinate verb is represented as auxiliary tree thatadjoins at VP or S.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 26



Small lauses - XTAG-Analysis (2)
(14) We onsider Kim aeptable.S

[ ]

[mode ind]NP VPV S*




assign-ase aomp nilmode nom/prep
[ ]NP onsiderWe

S
[ ]





assign-ase 1omp nilmode nom

NP
[ase 1 ] VPV APNP ǫ AKim aeptable
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Small lauses - XTAG-Analysis (3)(15) Kim seems aeptable.VP
[ ]

[mode ind]V VP*










assign-ase nomagr 



per 3num sg3rdsing +

mode nom 









[ ]seems
SNP

[ase 1agr 2 ]

VP
[ ]





assign-ase 1agr 2mode nom

V APNP ǫ AKim aeptable
⇒ seems adjoins to VP
⇒ ECM for nominative aseXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 28



Raise and ontrol - Summary
ontrol verbs raising verbsassign semanti role assign no semanti role(to the ontrolled subjet) (to the raised subjet)PRO no PRO(inomplete sent. omplement) (omplete sent. omplement)assign no ase assign ase via ECM(to the ontrolled subjet) (to the raised subjet)no small lauses small lausesXTAG: adjoin to S XTAG: adjoin to S or VP
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Extration - BasisThe movement metaphor:Relating syntati on�gurations in a derivational hierarhy.Traes and oindexation are used to express derivationalsubordination.Topialization/Extration:Plaing a post-verbal onstituent into a sentene-initial position.(16) a. Sandy loves Kim. (base on�guration)b. Kimi , Sandy loves i . (NP-topialization). On Kimi , Sandy depends i . (PP-topialization)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 31



Wh-extration - Basis
Wh-Extration:Plaing a onstituent as wh-phrase into a lause-initial position.(17) a. I wonder [whoi Sandy loves i ℄ . (indiret question)b. Whoi does Sandy love i . (diret question). Sandy loves Kimi [whoi Irmgard hates i ℄. (relative lause)
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Extration - Tree templates
subjet extration objet extration(αW0nx0V) (αW1nx0Vnx1)SNP SNP VP

ǫ V⋄
SNP SNP VPV⋄ NP

ǫ

XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 33



Extration - Tree templates
preposition stranding adjetive omplement extration(αW1nx0VPnx1) (αWA1nx0Vax1)SNP SNP VPV⋄ PPP⋄ NP

ǫ

SAP SNP VPV⋄ AP
ǫ

XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 34



Unbounded dependenyUnbounded dependeny:The dependeny between an extrated onstituent and its traemay extend aross arbitrarily many lause boundaries.(18) a. Kimi , Sandy loves i .b. Kimi , Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄.. Kimi , Dana believes [Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.(19) a. I wonder [whoi Sandy loves i ℄.b. I wonder [whoi Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.. I wonder [whoi Dana believes Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.
XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 35



Unbounded dependeny - XTAG-analysis (outline)(20) Kimi , Dana believes [Chris knows [Sandy loves i ℄℄.SNP VPN V S*Chris knows SNP VPN V S*Dana believes
SNP SKim NP VPSandy V NPloves t

⇒ extended domain of loality and fatoring of reursion (reursiveadjuntion)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 36



Islands for extrationAdjunts:(21) *[Whih movie℄i did Gorgette fall asleep [after wathing i ℄.
⇒ No suh elementary tree for the adjunt!Coordination(22) *Whoi did Sandy love [ i and Kim℄.
⇒ No suh elementary trees for the oordinated NP and for thegoverning verb!XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 37



Islands for extrationFinite sentenes with omplementizer (subjet extration)(In GB: Empty Category Priniple/Subjaeny):(23) *Whoi did Alie say [that i left℄.Whoi did Alie say [ i left℄.
⇒ No suh elementary trees!Finite sentenes with omplementizer (objet extration)(24) *Whoi did the elephant whisper [that the emu saw i ℄ ?Whoi did the elephant say [that the emu saw i ℄ ?
⇒ Filtering by features:omp = nil, where non-bride verbs attah (whisper)omp = nil/that, where bridge verbs attah (say)XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 38



Subjet-auxiliary inversionSubjet-auxiliary inversionThe auxiliary verb ('do', 'have', 'be', 'an', . . . ) preedes the subjet.No subjet-auxiliary inversion in embedded wh-questions:(25) a. I wonder [whati John reads i ℄.b. *I wonder [whati does John read i ℄.Obligatory subjet-auxiliary inversion in diret questions withobjet extration:(26) a. Whati does John read i?b. *Whati John does read i?. *Whati John reads i?No subjet-auxiliary inversion in topialization:(27) a. *This reporti does John read i .b. This reporti John does read i .XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 39



Subjet-auxiliary inversion - XTAG-analysis (1)Features for extration:extrated := {+,-}
⇒ to indiate extration in the S-nodewh := {+,-}
⇒ to indiate the presene of a wh-pronouninv := {+,-}
⇒ to indiate inversioninvlink := {+,-}
⇒ to link wh und inv via the root restritionXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 40



Subjet-auxiliary inversion - XTAG-analysis (2)Tree template for objet extration (simpli�ed):S
[ ]









invlink 5inv 5extrated +wh 4 





NP
[ase 2wh 4 ]

S
[inv 5agr 1 ]





inv -assign-ase 9agr 10 

NP
[ase 9agr 10 ]

VP
[assign-ase 9agr 10 ]

[assign-ase 7agr 8 ]V⋄
[assign-ase 7agr 8 ]

NP
[ase a]
[ase 2 ]tXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 41



Subjet-auxiliary inversion - XTAG-analysis (3)Elementary tree objet extration (even more simpli�ed):S
[ ]









invlink 5inv 5extrated +wh 4 





NP
[ase awh 4 ]

S
[inv 5agr 1 ]

[inv -agr 6 [3rdsing -]]NP
[ase nomagr 1 ] VPV NPlove tXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 42



Subjet-auxiliary inversion - XTAG-analysis (4)No subjet-auxiliary inversion in embedded wh-questions:
⇒ sentential omplement with wh = +, inv = - in the root node(28) I wonder [whoi people love i ℄.
NP[ ]

[ase 6wh +]who
S[ ]









inv 5invlink 5extrated +wh 4 





NP[ase 2wh 4 ]

S[inv 5agr 1 ]

[inv -agr 6 [3rdsing -]]NP
[ase nomagr 1 ] VPV NPlove tNP[ ]

[ase nomagr [3rdsing -]]people
S[inv +agr [3rdsing -]]

[ ]V S*[ ]

[inv -]doXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 43



Subjet-auxiliary inversion - XTAG-analysis (5)Obligatory subjet-auxiliary inversion in diret questions:
⇒ In the root node: wh = +, inv = +(29) Whoi does Sandy love i ?

NP[ ]

[ase 6wh +]who
S[ ]









inv 5invlink 5extrated +wh 4 





NP[ase 2wh 4 ]

S[inv 5agr 1 ]

[inv -agr 6 [3rdsing -]]NP
[ase nomagr 1 ] VPV NPlove tNP[ ]

[ase nom3rdsing + ]Sandy
S[inv +agr [3rdsing +]

]

[ ]V S*[ ]

[inv -]doesXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 44



Subjet-auxiliary inversion - XTAG-analysis (7)Problem:How to impose that wh = inv in non-embedded sentenes?Root restrition�A restrition is imposed on the �nal root node of any XTAG derivationof a tensed sentene whih equates the wh feature and the invlinkfeature of the �nal root node.� [XTAG Researh Group, 2001, 298℄E�ets:Only in non-embedded objet extrations the wh-pronoun dependson inversion and vie versa.The same tree an be used for embedded and non-embedded objetextration.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 45
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